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THE INDETERMINATE RATE PROBLEM

FOR BIRTH-DEATH PROCESSES

ERIK A. VAN DOORN

A birth-death process is completely determined by its set of rates if
and only if this set satisfies a certain condition C, say. If for a set of
rates R the condition C is not fulfilled, then the problem arises of
characterizing all birth-death processes which have rate set R (the
indeterminate rate problem associated with R). We show that the
characterization may be effected by means of the decay parameter, and
we determine the set of possible values for the decay parameter in terms
of JR. A fundamental role in our analysis is played by a duality concept
for rate sets, which, if the pertinent rate sets satisfy C, obviously leads to
a duality concept for birth-death processes. The latter can be stated in a
form which suggests the possibility of extension in the context of
indeterminate rate problems. This, however, is shown to be only partially
true.

1. Introduction. Let & = {pij(t)\i9 j e E\ 0 < t < oo} be the set of

transition probability functions of a standard, time-homogeneous Markov

process X(t) on the state space Ef = (-1,0,1,...}. That is,

and

(1.1) Ph

(i 2) Σ
keE'

(1-3) Σ PiMp

(1.4) \impiJ(t)=pιJ(0) = διJ,

(/, j e £"; s, t > 0). &> is said to represent a birth-death process if the

g-matrix Q = (qiJ) of ^ , defined by

satisfies qι} = 0 if / = —1 or |/ - j \ > 1, 0 < qtJ < oo if i > 0 and |/ - j \

= 1 (with the exception 0 < qo_λ < oo), and

( ) °
379
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It then follows that the functions pιf{t) satisfy the backward equations

(1.5) />,',(')= Σ q,kPkj(t).
k&Ef

In addition the transition probabilities of a birth-death process are always

supposed to fulfill the forward equations

(1-6) P',j(t)= Σ pΛt)qkJ.

Clearly, with this definition of a birth-death process, the state -1 is

absorbing and the set E = (0,1,2,...} constitutes an irreducible class of

states. Consequently [15], for /, j e E,

(1.7) γ(^)s-lim Γι\ogPιJ(t)

exists, is non-negative, and is independent of / and j. We shall adhere to

Kingman's [15] terminology by referring to γ ( ^ ) as the decay parameter

of &. We remark that in some papers [2], [23], however, the concept of

decay parameter is defined in terms of the functions Pjj(t) — Pj, where

p = lim PiJ(t)9

instead of the probabilities ptj(t). Evidently, both interpretations are

identical if p. = 0 for all j e E, that is, if the process is transient or

null-recurrent.

We write

(i ^ E) and call these quantities the birth rate and death rate, respec-

tively, of & in state i. R(&>) = {λ f.(^),μ f (^)}JL0 is the set of birth and

death rates of ̂ . More generally, any set of real numbers R = {λ/? μ,} Jio»

where λ, , μ / + 1 > 0 (/ > 0) and μ0 > 0, will be called a set of birth and

death rates (or a rate set, for short), since for any such set R there is at

least one birth-death process & such that R(&>) = R ([10], [11], [17]).

Several authors [11], [12], [14] have shown that the rate set {λf , μf }

uniquely determines a birth-death process if and only if the series

(i 8) Σ K+ίλ^J" 1}

diverges, where

λ Λ λ

( 1 9 ) 77 = 1 π =
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In this paper we will focus on the problem of characterizing all birth-death
processes having the same rate set R = {λi9 μ,.} for which the series (1.8)
converges. This problem will be referred to as the indeterminate rate
problem (IRP) associated with R.

It is known [11], [12] that an IRP admits of a one-parameter family of
solutions. In Feller's [11] analysis the characteristic parameter a is inter-
preted in terms of the solution it identifies by means of a "boundary
condition at infinity"; the set of possible values for a is shown to be the
interval [0, oo], independent of the specific IRP at hand. In Karlin and
McGregor's [12] approach the characteristic parameter £, say, is identified
with the smallest point in the support of a certain measure on the
nonnegative real axis which is always associated with a birth-death
process; the precise set of possible values for £, which now depends on the
specific rate set at hand, is determined only in the case μ0 = 0.

We shall show that one has a more appealing option in that the decay
parameter of a birth-death process can serve as a characteristic parameter
if the process is not uniquely determined by its rates. Actually, it is not
difficult to see that the decay parameter can be identified with Karlin and
McGregor's characteristic parameter, so that the problem remains of
determining the precise set of possible values for the decay parameter of a
solution of an IRP in the case μ0 > 0. All this will be elaborated in §4,
while §§2 and 3 contain the necessary preliminary results.

A birth-death process represented by {/>,•,•(/)} w& be called honest if
equality prevails in (1.2) for all i e E' and / > 0. Reuter [16] has shown
that an IRP has exactly one honest solution. In §5 we shall identify the
honest solution of an IRP.

In the course of our analysis we make use of a duality concept for rate
sets which links the sets where μ0 = 0 with those where μ0 > 0. If each of
a pair of dual rate sets uniquely determines a birth-death process, then
this duality concept for rate sets implies a duality concept for birth-death
processes, which, in fact, is equivalent to that introduced by Siegmund
[19] in a more general context. In §6 we will discuss the possibility of
extending this duality concept for birth-death processes beyond the bounds
of dual rate sets which uniquely determine the associated processes.

2. Preliminaries. For a rate set R = {λf , μz} we define the polynomi-
als Qn(x) Ξ Qn{*', R) by the recurrence formula

(2.1) XnQn + lW = (K + Mi, " x)Qn(*) ~ μnQn-M> " > 0>

Q0(x) = 1, λoQM = λo + μ o - i .
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We shall have reference to the simple result

(2.2) QM = l + μ0 Σ (K*kY\
k = 0

with mk being defined in (1.9). To facilitate comparison with the relevant
literature, we also observe that the monic polynomials

(2.3) Pn(x) = {-l)"*oK ' K-iQ*(x)> n > 0,

satisfy the recurrence

(2.4) Pn + ι(x) = (x-λn~ μH)Pn(x) ~ λ ^ μ ^ Λ * ) , n > 0,

P0{x) = l, P1(x) = x-λ0~μ0.

From [5] it now follows that for all positive n the polynomial Qn(x) has n
real, simple zeros

xnl(R) < xn2(R) < ••• <x

These zeros have the property

(2.5) 0 < xn+u(R) < xni(R) < xn+

(i = 1,2,..., n; n = 1,2,...), whence

ξ,(R) = lim xn,(R)

(/ = 1,2,...) exists, and

(2.6) 0 < ^ ( i ? ) < ξ / + 1 ( i ? ) < o o .

Furthermore,

(2.7) ί / + 1(Λ) = UR) =» ίB(Λ) = £,(*) for all n > /.

Throughout the remainder of this section we assume that R defines
an IRP, that is, the series (1.8) converges. From, essentially, Stieltjes [20]
(cf. also [1], [4], [24]), we then have

(2.8) f [UR)Yl < oo,
7 = 1

implying in particular

(2.9) 0 <{,.(*) <*, + i ( * )

by virtue of (2.6) and (2.7). Moreover,

Qjx) = lim Qn{x)
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exists, and is an entire function whose set of zeros equals the unbounded

set of positive numbers

With the sequence {Qn}, and hence with R, we can associate a

Stieltjes moment problem (SMP) by asking for a positive measure Jψ on

the nonnegative real axis with respect to which the polynomials Qn(x) are

orthogonal. This SMP is solvable [5], [12] and we can normalize the

measure such that

(2.10) jΓ QMQ^d^x) = πr%

(/, j e E; in particular j™ d\p(x) = 1). Moreover, since R defines an IRP,

the SMP is indeterminate, that is, there are infinitely many solutions [12,
Thms. 14 and 15]. We shall be interested in the extremal solutions, which

may be defined as follows [18].
Let

(2.11) p(χ) - ( £ vnQ
2

n(x)\ ,

then ρ(x) is positive for all real x and equals, if x > 0, the maximal mass

any solution of the SMP can concentrate at x. Supposing that a solution

of the SMP locates positive mass at the point x; then that solution is an

extremal solution if and only if the point mass at x equals p(x).

Some pertinent properties of extremal solutions are the following [18].
There is an one-to-one correspondence between the real numbers in the

interval [0,^(7?)] and the extremal solutions of the indeterminate SMP

associated with R. For ξ e [0, ξι(R)] we denote the corresponding ex-

tremal solution by dψ( ; £). The support of dψ( ; ξ) is discrete and

consists of the point ξ and exactly one point in each of the intervals

({f-(Λ),€I + 1(Λ)], i = 1,2,...; the support of d^("9ξ1(R)) equals Ξ(Λ).

Finally, the supporting points of two different extremal solutions strictly

separate each other.

We will have use for the next lemma concerning the moments of order

-1 of the extremal solutions of the SMP associated with R. For conveni-

ence we write

(2.12)
o

and note that φ(ξ) exists for 0 < ξ < ξx(R).

LEMMA 1. As ξ increases from 0 to £x(i?), the function φ(£) decreases

continuously from +oo to some positive value which, if μ0 > 0, is strictly

less than μ^1.
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Proof. From [12, pp. 530-531] we know that φ(ξ) is continuous on

the interval (0, ξ^R)], and that μ 0 Φ ( έ i W ) < l Chihara [6, pp. 338-340]

shows that an extremal solution of the indeterminate SMP associated with

R is uniquely determined by its moment of order - 1 , the latter ranging

between some positive number and infinity. (Actually, in [6], as in [18],

extremal solutions are indexed by their moments of order -1 with

reversed sign.) It follows that φ(ξ) must be strictly decreasing on the

interval (0,^(i?)]. D

3. Duality for rate sets. The following duality concept for rate sets was

introduced in [13] (see also [2], [21], [23]). Let R = {λf.,μ,} be a rate set

then the dual set Rd = {λd, μd) is defined by

( 3 )

μo>O=>λd = μn μ£ = 0, μd

+ι = λ,

(/ = 0,1,. . .) . Clearly, this duality concept establishes a one-to-one corre-

spondence between the rate sets where μ 0 = 0 and those where μ 0 > 0. As

regards the parameters defined in (1.9) we evidently have

μ 0 > U => πn — μo{μnπn)

(Λ = 0, 1,...), where πn (πd) corresponds to R (Rd). Since λnπn =

μ/7 + 1π,7 + 1, it follows that

(3.3) Σ j ^ + ί λ A Γ 1 ) < oo ~ £ {< + (KO~l) < oo,

that is, R defines an IRP if and only if Rd defines an IRP.

In the remainder of this section we shall assume that R = {λ/9 μ,}

defines an IRP, whence also the SMP associated with R is indeterminate.

Explicit reference to R will be suppressed, thus we write £, for £,(i?).

Further, it will be convenient to assume μ 0 = 0. All quantities pertaining

to the rate set Rd will be indicated by an asterisk. In particular, μ% = μd

0

> 0, Qϊ(x) = Qn{x\ Rd) and {• s { f ( ^ ) ; also, Jψ*( ; {), 0 < ξ < ξf,

denotes the extremal solution of the (indeterminate) SMP associated with

Rd of which ξ is the smallest supporting point.

It is now easy to see that the polynomials β*(;c) are precisely the

kernel polynomials with parameter 0 corresponding to {Qn(x)} [5, p. 37

and Thm. 1.9.1]. Actually, one has [23]

(3.4) β*(jc) = λnπn(Qn+ι{x) - QΛ
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From (2.1) and (3.4) one easily obtains

(3.5) t «kQl(χ) = λo1* Σ <{Qΐ(χ)ΐ + Q.+MQϊ(χ),
k=0 k=0

which, by letting n tend to infinity and in view of (2.11), leads to

(3.6) {p(x)}-1 = xiλ^ix)}'1 + QMQZ(x).

As regards the zeros of Q^x) and β*(x), there is the separation result

[6], [12]

(3.7) 0 <*,.<{,*<{,+!, ι = l , 2 , . . . .

Now let d\p denote any solution of the SMP associated with R. By

[12, Lemma 3] it then follows that

(3.8) dθ(x) = λ'^xdφ(x)9 x > 0,

is a solution of the SMP associated with Rd. It will be of interest to us to

ascertain whether or not the measure defined by (3.8) is extremal when dψ

is extremal. The answer is given in the next lemma.

LEMMA 2. (i) Ifdφ( ) = dψ( O), then dθ(-) = </ψ*( ; £f);

(ii) J/£/ψ( ) = rfψ( ; ξx)9 then dθ( ) = </ψ ( ; ζj;

(iii) // </ψ( ) = rfψ( ; ξ), where 0 < ξ < ξv then dθ(-) is not ex-

tremal.

Proof, (i) Let ξ denote the first positive point in the support of

dψ( ; 0). Then, since 0 is the first point in the support of rfψ( ; 0),

0 < ξx < ξ < ξ2. The mass concentrated by Jψ( 0) at the point ξ equals

), for dψ( 0) is extremal. Consequently,

(3.9) dθ(ξ) =

It is evident from (2.2) that Q^x) > 0 if x < ξv so, since ξ lies between

the first two zeros of Q^ix), we must have Q^iζ) < 0. Further, since dθ

is a solution of the SMP for Rd, we have, by [5, Thm. II.4.4 (i)], ξ < {*,

whence £>*(£) > 0. From (3.9) it now follows that dθ(ξ) > p*({). But

since p*(£) is the maximal mass any solution of the SMP for Rd can have

at ξ, we must have β*(ξ) = 0 and dθ(ξ) = p*( |). Consequently, ξ = ξ*

and dθ is extremal, whence dθ( •) = dψ*( £f).

(ii) Since βooίέx) = 0, we see from (3.6) and (3.8) that the mass

concentrated at ξx by dθ is precisely p*(^), whence dθ is extremal.

Considering (3.7) it follows that dθ( •) = dψ*( ^ ) .
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(iii) If 0 < £ < ξx and dψ( ) = dψ( ; £), then dθ concentrates mass
at the point ξ, while £?«,(£)(?£(£) > ° τ h e l a t t e r > together with (3.9)
implies dθ(ξ) < ρ*(£), so that dθ is not extremal. D

Of prime importance in the next section will be the observation that,
by Lemma 2(ii) (recall that μ$ = λ0),

(3.10) μ* Γ x~ιdr(x\ Q = Γ = 1.

So, ξλ is the (only) point in the interval (0, £f], where the function φ(£) of
(2.12) and Lemma 1, defined in terms of Rd, has the value (μ*)"1-

We finally note from Lemma 2 that the extremal solutions dψ( ; 0)
and dψ( ξλ) of the SMP associated with R can be expressed in terms of
the extremal solutions dψ*( ; ξλ) and ί/ψ*( ; £f), respectively, of the
SMP associated with Rd as

(3.11) </ψ(*;0)= ô
( ^ * ( x ; {•), JC>0

and

(3.12) dψ(x; ξλ) = I _i

Using (3.6) it may be shown that a similar representation for the solutions
dψ(-'9 £)> where 0 < ξ < £l9 is not possible.

4. Characterizing the solutions of an IRP. We return to the context of
§1 and let ίP = {Pij(t)} represent a birth-death process whose rate set
R = R(&>) defines an IRP. Karlin and McGregor [12, Thm. 12] then show
that there is a unique extremal solution dψ( £(&)) of the indeterminate
SMP associated with R such that

(4.1) PiJ(t) = TΓJ

(/, j G E\ t > 0), where 0 < £(&) < ^(R) and the parameters mn and the
polynomials Qn are defined in terms of R as in (1.9) and (2.1). As for the
transition probabilities involving the state - 1 , we note that by (1.4) and
the forward equations (1.6)

(4.2)
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(/ e E; t> 0), while / L W ( 0 = 8_hj for all 7 e £ ' and / > 0 by (1.4)
and the backward equations (1.5).

From the representation formula (4.1) we observe the following

LEMMA 3. The decay parameter of 8P equals the first point in the support
of the extremal solution of the SMP for R corresponding to 2P.

Proof. Taking i = j = 0 in (4.1) one has

PooU) = Γ e-χ'd*(χ > *(*•)) = e-(^'{a + &(e-
h')}

as t -* 00, where a = ί/ψ(£(^>); £(^)) > 0 and b > ξ^R) - ξ(&>) > 0.
Hence,

= - lim ΓHogpwit) = ξ(0>). D

This result proves our statement in the Introduction that a birth-death
process is uniquely determined by its rate set and its decay parameter. The
next result gives the range of possible values for γ ( ^ ) , given that the rate
set R = R(0>) defines an IRP.

THEOREM 1. (i) If μo(0>) = 0, then 0 < γ ( ^ ) < ξλ

(ii) Ifμo(&) > 0, then ̂ (Rd) < y(0>) <

Proof. In view of Lemma 3, the first statement as well as the upper
bound in the second statement follow from Karlin and McGregor's
representation theorem. As for the lower bound in (ii), we note from (1.2),
(4.1) and (4.2) that for all / > 0

>Po-ι(t) = μoWf Γ e~XT

The assumption ξ(έP) = 0 obviously leads to a contradiction, so we have
> 0. Then, by interchanging the integrals,

(4-3) Λ),-i(O =

-μo(P)f™ x-

Letting t tend to infinity, it follows that

(4.4) p
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whence, by virtue of Lemmas 1 and 3 and (3.10),

We will now show that every possible value for γ ( ^ ) indicated in

Theorem 1 can in fact occur.

THEOREM 2. Let R = {λ, , μ,} be a rate set defining an IRP and let

γ e [0,^(i?)] if μ0 = 0 and γ e [^(R'X^R)] if μ0 > 0. Then the

functionspu(t\ γ), i,j ^ E\ t > 0, defined by

(4.5) /,,.,(/; γ) = ̂ jf°° e-^Q^Q^x) dψ(x; γ)

with p,^; γ)Ξμ o/oΛo( τ; τ ) ^ τ (' G £ )
P-ι j(t\ γ) = δ _ l y ( j G £ ' ) , are //ze transition probability functions of a
birth-death process with rate set R and decay parameter γ.

Proof. The result is mainly due to Karlin and McGregor [12, Thms.

2,4,5 and 9]. The only thing we have to prove is that (1.2) is valid for

{ Pij(t: ϊ)} This we do by strengthening [12, Thms. 7]. Indeed, if μ0 > 0,

we have

rt ft r°°
Pi-ι(t> y) = Mo/ />, o( τ ; y)dr = μ0 / e-χtQi(x)d4>(x;y)dτ

JQ Jo Jo

= μ0Γ χ-1Q,(

Adding this result to both sides of [12, (3.17)] and subsequently using part

of the argument in [12, p. 513] establishes the validity of (1.2). D

Summarizing we see that there is a one-to-one correspondence be-

tween birth-death processes which are not uniquely determined by their

rates on the one hand, and pairs {R, γ}, where R is a rate set defining an

IRP and γ a real number in the interval indicated in Theorem 2 on the

other.

It is also interesting to observe that there is a one-to-one correspon-

dence between birth-death processes which are not uniquely determined

by their rates on the one hand, and pairs {μ,dψ} on the other, where

μ > 0 and dψ is an extremal solution of an indeterminate SMP with total

mass 1 such that

(4.6) μ/ x~ιdψ(x)<\.
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The parameter μ should of course be identified with the death rate in state
0, and dψ with the measure in the representation formula (4.1) of the
pertinent birth-death process. Conversely, it may be shown that the
condition (4.6) ensures that polynomials Qn (and hence rates λ, and μ,)
exist, which are of the form (2.1) with μ0 = μ, and which satisfy (2.10).

We finally mention the references [1], [5], [22] and [25] in relation to
the problem of determining, either exactly or approximately, ζx(R) from
the corresponding rate set R.

5. Honesty, minimal and maximal processes. In this section we will
investigate whether a birth-death process represented by a pair {R,y}9

where R is a rate set defining an IRP and γ is a real number in the range
allowed by Theorem 2, is honest or not. Here honesty means that the
corresponding transition probabilities are such that equality prevails in
(1.2) for all / > 0 and / G E'. Note that the prevalence of equality in (1.2)
for all t > 0 is evident if i = -1, so we can confine attention to the case
i G E. We should remark that some authors call a process honest if and
only if

(5-1) f Pu(t) = 1

(/ G E, t > 0). In our opinion it is more natural to ask for conditions
ensuring equality in (1.2), where the sum includes the probability /^_χ(0
Moreover, this definition of honesty makes the problem analytically more
tractable. Actually, the fact that Karlin and McGregor's [12] analysis of
the case μ0 > 0 is less complete than that of the case μ0 = 0, is partly due
to their disregarding the probability /?lV1(0

As before we write ptj{t\ γ) for the transition probabilities of the
birth-death process with rate set R and decay parameter γ. From [12,
Thm. 13] we then have

(5.2) yτ < γ2 => pu{t\ yx) > pu{t\ γ2)

(t > 0, /, j G £). Considering (4.2), an analogous result is valid if j = - 1 .
Thus, in view of Theorem 2, we are justified in calling the process with
rate set R and decay parameter £x(iί) the minimal process corresponding
to i?, and the process with rate set R and decay parameter 0 (if μ0 = 0) or
ζι(Rd) (if μ0

 > 0) Λe maximal process corresponding to R. Indeed, our
minimal process is of course the minimal process in the sense of Feller
[10], [11], [17]. Karlin and McGregor's [12] concept of maximal process,
however, differs from the one given here, at least if μ0 > 0.
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Considering the preceding and Reuter's [16] result that there is
precisely one honest process with rate set R (if the latter defines an IRP),
it follows immediately that the maximal process corresponding to R is the
only honest process with rate set R.

We note that this result can also be obtained more directly from
Lemma 2, (3.10)-(3.12) and the relations

(5.3) Σ Pij(t; y)=Γe-χtQi(x)Qί(x)d4,(x,y)

if μ0 = 0, and

(5.4) Σ Piλt; γ ) = 1 - β, (0){l - μoΓ x-ldt(x; γ )

-μ0Γ

if μQ > 0, the proofs of which may be based on results in [12].
The condition that R defines an IRP is in Feller's [11] terminology

equivalent to infinity being a regular boundary. The maximal process then
corresponds to the solution with a regular reflecting boundary, while the
minimal process is the one with a regular absorbing boundary; otherwise
the regular boundary is of mixed type [3]. From a probabilistic point of
view the maximal process might be called the "natural" solution of the
IRP associated with i?, since it is honest. On the other hand, from an
analytical point of view the minimal process is the "natural" solution,
because of Feller's construction [10], [11], but also because the measure
associated with the minimal solution is, in Chihara's terminology [6], [7],
the "best" solution of the indeterminate SMP associated with R,

6. Duality for birth-death processes. The duality concept for rate sets
introduced in §3 implies a duality concept for birth-death processes if the
pertinent rate sets determine the corresponding processes uniquely. This
duality concept for processes is equivalent to that introduced by
Siegmund [19] (see also [8] and [9]) in a more general context. Namely, we
have [19] (cf. also [21])

(6.1) Σ Pij(t) = Σ Pίj(t)

for all i,k e E' and t > 0, if {/?0(0} represents a birth-death process
which is uniquely determined by its rate set R = {λ^μ j , where μ0 = 0,
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and {pfj(t)} represents the process determined by Rd. Here ΣJ>kpiJ(t)
should be interpreted as 1 — Σj<kpjj(t); i*1 other words, if the process
represented by {ptJ(t)} is not honest, then the disappearing probability
mass is assigned to a state oo.

Now let us assume that the rate set R, where μ0 = 0, defines an IRP,
so that by virtue of (3.3) there is also an IRP associated with Rd. As usual
we denote by Pij(t\ γ) (pdj{t\ γ)) the transition probabilities of the
birth-death process with rate set R (Rd) and decay parameter γ. The
question then arises of whether we can extend the duality concept for rate
sets to a duality concept for pairs {R,y} such that the corresponding
processes satisfy the relation (6.1).

Let us first consider a case for which Siegmund himself gives the
solution. Namely, the process {ptj(t\ ^(R))} is dual in the sense of (6.1)
with respect to an honest process with rate set Rd. Since there is only one
honest process with rate set Rd, viz., {pfj(t; ^(i?))}, we conclude that
{i?,^(i?)} and {Rd,ξ1(R)} are dual pairs in the sense that the corre-
sponding processes satisfy (6.1). In view of Lemma 2 we also know the
relation between the measures associated with these dual pairs.

The second case we consider is the process {Pij(t; 0)} or equivalently,
the pair {i?,0). It is not surprising that this pair is dual to the pair
{Rd, ξι(Rd)} in the sense that the corresponding processes satisfy (6.1).
The proof follows from Theorem 2 and will be omitted.

Thus we see that the duality concept for rate sets can be extended to
pairs {R, y}, while maintaining validity of (6.1), if one restricts oneself to
minimal and maximal processes: the minimal (maximal) process corre-
sponding to R is dual to the maximal (minimal) process corresponding to
Rd.

Finally consider a pair {R, γ}, where 0 < γ < ξ^R). We then have in
particular

(6.2) Σ PoM> T) = ! - Poo(f> y) = ! " ί e-χtdψ(x; γ).

If for the pair {i?,γ} there exists a dual pair {ϋ^, ξ] such that the
corresponding processes satisfy (6.1), then, by (4.3), we must have

(6.3) X) Poj(t\ γ) = Σ Poj(t> έ) = JPO,-I(^ ί )
y > 0 y"<0

x-^ψ^x; ξ)-μd

of x~ιe-χ dψd(x; ξ).
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Comparing (6.2) and (6.3) for / -> oo, we see from Lemma 1 and (3.10)

that the only possibility is ξ = ξx(R)9 but then, as we have seen, γ = ξ^R),

which is a contradiction. So beyond minimal and maximal processes, an

extension of the duality concept is not possible.
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